Vestner
Residential Lift

Taking your home to the next level

Introducing the latest in premium home travel
With it’s large vision panels the Residential Elevator is the
premium option in home through floor travel
Featuring our custom LED ceiling
lights with optional colour choice,
and one touch internal controls, the
lift is fitted with external controls
on both floors providing excellent
functionality. Every lift is equipped
with our new Intelligent Logic
Diagnostic Display.

allowing many issues to be resolved
automatically or over the phone.

This innovatory digital control
system brings a wealth of benefits
to the user, with lift functions being
identified during travel, and a
simplified fault diagnostics display,

With our elegant vertical lift rails,
when the lift is upstairs, it allows you
to enjoy all of your living space.
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The Residential lift is able to cope
with a wide range of homes, having
a maximum travel height of up to
4.2 metres - one of the longest
available.
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Adding luxury to your home

Offering a wide range of features and benefits
The Residential Lift has all the functional features to take you to another level
of sophistication and customisation.

Available in three different sizes –
for a single person, two people, as
well as wheelchair users. All lifts in
the range are able to carry up to
255kg.
With stylish design and our ability to
customise the lift with the colours,
internal features and finishes that
you want for your home means that
the lift will compliment any interior,
and can be tailored to suit your
needs and requirements.
With no wall attachment necessary,
and no need for a shaft or pit, the
installation of the lift is clean, quick
and simple, with a typical installation
taking under two days.

Hand rail

The benefits of our
Traction Drive:
Soft Start/Stop
Smaller footprint
Self-contained unit
Quieter than hydraulic
Less expensive to run
Environmentally friendly
Emergency lowering beside
the lift

In-car telephone

Tip-up Seat

Features:

Options:

Three car sizes

7” LED screen

4.2 metre travel

Tip-up seat

1.9 or 2.0 metre car height

Telephone

Traction drive

Auto dialler

Vision panels

Handrail

LED lights

Mood lighting

In-car diagnostic display

Power door

Wireless remote controls

Special RAL colour

Emergency lowering system
Self levelling for uneven floors
BS5900:2012 Compliant
255kg capacity
Soft Start/Stop in travel

Residential Lift Specifications
Lift Model

VRL1

VRL2

VRL3

Lift footprint (mm)

790 x 1098

1098 x 1098

1098 x 1598

User space/cabin (mm)

542 x 750

850 x 750

850 x 1250

Placement

Indoor, no shaft or pit necessary

General

Specifications

Travel-max (mm)

4200

Car height (mm)

up to 2000

Rated Load (kg)

255

Finishes
Feature

Standard

Optional

RAL colour 7035

Custom RAL colour

4mm Acrylic

4mm toughened

Full mirror

Custom

Flooring

Anti- slip rubber

Custom

Controls

Remote (radio)

Surface/flush (wired)



Wall fix

White

Colour changing

Standard

Optional

Rail guards



Custom/Perspex

Diagnostic display





Alarm





Manual

Powered



-

-

Plain/with controls

Tip-up seat (kg)

-

120/255

Emergency telephone

-



Finish
Vision panels
Rear panel

1st floor ceiling fix
LED Lighting

Safety and Security
Feature

Door operation
Door handrail (manual
doors only)
Cabin handrail

Vestner NZ Limited
Vestner’s
product range
also includes
Residential Lifts,
Elevators and
Stair Lifts
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For further information or to discuss your specific needs
free phone 0800 74 1000 or visit our website

